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Abstract: In tandem with increasingly stringent legislations on greenhouse
gas and toxic emissions from internal combustion engines used in commercial on-highway vehicles, matching and designing turbocharger turbine to
maximise engine performance across multiple operating conditions from
various regulatory and application duty cycles have become a challenging
task, especially with adoptions of other engine technologies in combustion,
valvetrains, air handling, aftertreatment, etc., as well as the deployment of
complicated engine control strategies. In addition, maximizing and utilising
energy that is available in pulsating exhaust flow for twin entry turbine and
its unique fluid dynamics behaviours under unequal admission conditions
add another layer of complexity for turbine stage design.
A novel methodology is proposed in this paper that links twin entry turbine
wheel and housing design, geometry modelling, fluid dynamics analysis,
performance map generation under various admission conditions, and engine cycle simulation in an automated process. Machine learning algorithms
are applied to create an ‘electronic shelf’ of plausible turbine designs in advance, so that best turbine can be ‘picked up’ by engine simulation program
with significantly reduced lead time. Finally, the use of numerical optimiser
exploring a large design space allows duty cycle engine fuel consumption to
be minimized while monitoring engine and turbocharger mechanical, thermal, and manufacturing limitations, so that turbine stage design can be
performed in simulation-based product development (SBPD) process.
Key Words / Schlagworte: Key Word 1; machine Learning 2; engine
cycle simulation 3; twin entry turbine 4; exhaust pulsation 5; optimisation
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1 Introduction
Turbocharger turbine plays a vital role in air handling system of internal
combustion engine to meet increasingly stringent emissions and greenhouse gas legislations. Although basic techniques of matching turbocharger
turbine to an engine have been known for a long time [1], optimising its
aerodynamic geometry to maximise engine performance across multiple
operating conditions from duty cycle is becoming more complex and often
requires long lead time to iterate design and analysis cycles, especially in
conjunction with other new engine technologies and control strategies, such
as variable valve operation (Miller cycle), electric power generator, turbocompound, etc.
Luczynski. P., et al [2] presented an approach to numerically optimise performance of turbocharger turbine with single entry housing used on a 4cylinder gasoline engine. Meanline (1D) turbine model was selected over
artificial neural network method, due to better predictive capability beyond
pressure and/or speed boundary of available CFD data [2], which was then
used in conjunction with engine cycle simulation (e.g., GT-Power) to seek
optimum turbine design. A key challenge in on-highway vehicle applications
is the adoption of twin entry turbine housing, and its unique fluid dynamics
behaviour operating under partial (also called un-equal) admission conditions caused by pulsating exhaust gas flow [1]. While meanline turbine model
has been developed since 1950s [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] as a fully analytical and
fast running simulation method to predict turbine performance, viscous and
highly three-dimensional fluid dynamics under partial admission still
presents significant challenges to meanline model. Additionally, accurate
modelling flow separation capability from different turbine design geometries is also critical to predict exhaust pressure pulse that affects the fidelity
of engine cycle simulation. 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been
widely utilised in turbine design and analysis stage, due to its superior fidelity representing complex fluid behavior in twin entry turbine.
A typical turbine design-analysis-verification process is illustrated in Figure
1. Turbine wheel and volute geometries are firstly created by 3D CAD tools
supplied by Ansys. Turbine stage performance outputs including flow capacity and efficiency under various speed parameter, expansion ratio, and
admission conditions can then be generated either experimentally or more
often through CFD analysis in Ansys to predict performance maps in tablulated format. Turbine maps will then be used by engine cycle simulation,
e.g., GT-Power supplied by Gamma Technologies, to verify turbine design
and evaluate engine’s performance response. Engine model is often subject
to another optimisation exercise to tune control parameters such as fuel
inject timing, pressure, intake/exhaust valve lift, throttle/valve position,
etc., to explore the full potential of new turbocharger design on engine. If
each step of the process is parameterised, an automated workflow can be
built and subsequently driven by numerical optimiser in commercial optimisation software, such as modeFRONTIER supplied by ESTECO. However,
running CFD analysis to generate full turbine maps covering different

admission conditions in each design iteration can be time consuming, even
with increased computation power from high performance computer (HPC)
clusters.

Figure 1. Turbocharger turbine design and analysis process
An alternative approach is to replace turbine design and CFD analysis part
of the process by a numerical model trained utilising machine learning techniques. As it is illustrated in Figure 2, data are collected in advance via CFD
analysis following a design of experiment (DOE) schedule to train and validate a model. This numerical representation of turbine performance can
then be used in parameterised design, analysis, and performance evaluation process to significantly reduce lead time and computational cost.

Figure 2. Process using machine learning/ response surface method.

2 Turbine Model
As a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) in computer science and an important component of growing field of data science, machine learning focuses on the use of data and algorithms to imitate the way that humans learn,
gradually improving its accuracy [8]. In the application of turbine modelling,
via statistical and approximation methods, algorithms are trained to undercover insights between several input parameters and output parameter to
make predictions. Depending on selected statistical algorithm, machine
learning models are sometimes called by other names, such as response

surface model. These names are interchangeable, and a range of statistical
algorithms are examined and discussed later in this paper.

2.1

Model Inputs

Defining model input parameters and their variation ranges are a critical
step to create machine learning models. There are two types of independent
variables in turbine model as inputs.
2.1.1

Design geometry variables:

Because the intended process is to seek optimum turbine design geometry,
design parameters are set as turbine model inputs. Twin entry turbine stage
consists of volute, wheel, and diffuser, which have all been parameterised
in an automated turbine stage design and analysis workflow developed
within Cummins Turbo Technologies (Figure 3). As illustrated in Figure 4,
more than 50 geometry variables can be set up as independent parameters
to manipulate turbine volute size, wheel geometry in meridional plane,
blade angle and thickness distributions, as well as diffuser profile. This is
achieved by creating turbine model in fully parameterised CAD software
provided by Ansys (BladeModeller and Design Modeller), which are then
processed using automated scripts for both structured (wheel and diffuser)
and unstructured (volute) meshes, with turbine boundary conditions (pressure, temperature, and rotation speed) set up as separate independent variables. The whole turbine stage design and analysis process is automated,
which takes approximately 10 minutes to compute on local workstation or
less than 3 minutes on high-performance computer cluster remotely to utilise greater computational resources across the wider organization.

Figure 3. Fully parameterised and automated turbine stage design and
analysis process

Figure 4. Turbine stage design geometry parameters
Selecting geometry variables and defining variation ranges are dependent
upon technical knowhow and experience, as well as specific program requirement. In an example shown in this paper, 21 design variables (out of
>50) were proposed after an initial assessment removing known variables
that are less influential. To ensure reusability of data, variation ranges were
also carefully set up, so data can cover a wide flow range for typical heavy
duty (10~16L) diesel engine applications. Additionally, a separate statistical
analysis was also conducted to understand the sensitivity of turbine performance with respect to geometry variables. Sensitivity analysis is a study of
output variation in a mathematical model that can be allocated to different
sources of input variations. The relative importance of each input variable
is quantified, which can be used as a screening technique to detect and
exclude uninfluential variables to improve model quality and reduce time
and cost associated with data collection. modeFRONTIER was used to conduct sensitivity analysis based on polynomial chaos expansion method, i.e.,
representing variation using expansion series from multivariate orthonormal polynomials, which can explore both individual and combined effects
from input variables.
Since only a small dataset is required in the sensitivity study, 500 data
points from Uniformed Latin Hypercube (ULH) DOE were sampled in the
automated workflow (Figure 3) at fixed boundary condition of pressure ratio (2:1) and speed (U/C =0.7). Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of turbine
efficiency in relation to design parameters with accumulative impact up to
97%, so that low impacting variables are excluded in the chart. From

originally selected design variables, more than half of them have neglective impact on efficiency variation, with 11 parameters contributed to
more than 1%, and only 6 variables contributed to more than 5% of efficiency variation.

Figure 5 Sensitivity of turbine efficiency variation from design parameters at U/C = 0.7 and ER = 2:1. (Sensitivity analysis algorithm: polynomial chaos expansion)
After examining the sensitivity of both turbine efficiency and flow capacity
variations, number of design parameters was further reduced to 8. It is

worthwhile noting that turbine model’s sensitivity depends on defined variable ranges, so results may not be the same in different programs. But this
statistical approach appeared to be a powerful tool to quickly discover correlations between model inputs and outputs, which enables better decisions
to be made by engineers.
2.1.2

Boundary condition variables

Turbine performance map is commonly defined using four (quasi) dimen𝑃𝑃
sionless groups, namely total-to-static expansion ratio (𝑃𝑃 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ), speed parameter (
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according to similarity law [9]. While efficiency and mass flow parameter
are model outputs (predictions), expansion ratio and speed parameter are
boundary conditions often set as model inputs. An additional boundary condition variable is also required to define the level of unequal admission in
twin entry (scroll) turbine stage, where scroll to scroll inlet total pressure
ratio (SPR) is commonly used. Due to engine’s operation across various
speed and load conditions and exhaust flow pulsations, turbine model must
cover a wide range of expansion ratio (e.g.,1~5.5:1), reduced speed (e.g.,
0~550m/s @Tin=600°C), and SPR conditions (e.g., 1/1.7~1.7).
It is important to check independency of these variables. For instance, if
expansion ratio and reduced speed (wheel tip speed including diameter variations) are independent, as illustrated in the chart below (Figure 5), data
can be sampled within the rectangular space between lower and upper
bounds of speed (0~600m/s) and expansion ratio (1~5.5). However, after
examining blade speed ratio (U/C) following the governing equation (Eq. 1)
below, turbine is not feasible to operate within the entire space. While actual
turbine U/C variation on engine depends on compressor and turbine wheel
match and exhaust flow pulsation, J. Thiyagarajan, et, al. quoted a typical
U/C range of 0.52 ~ 0.83 for turbine operation [10]. This is due to physical
limitation between power of turbine wheel (tip speed in Euler equation) and
available energy from exhaust gas (expansion ratio).
𝑈𝑈
=
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Nevertheless, only a small region (green) of the entire rectangular space is
feasible for turbine to operate (Figure 5). It is therefore recommended to
replace pressure ratio with U/C, while monitoring expansion ratio variation,
especially at high tip speed, to ensure data points are sampled in a reasonable operating range.

Figure 6. Actual turbine operation within the speed and expansion ratio
space
Another watchout is on SPR, which is commonly used to define the level of
unequal admission in twin entry turbine performance, as it is relatively
straightforward to set up in both experimental tests and CFD analysis. However, when turbine averaged expansion ratio varies, same SPR may represent different partial admission conditions. For instance, 10,000 points were
randomly sampled in the rectangular space between SPR and averaged expansion ratio at fixed turbine speed (200m/s) in Figure 7. SPR range was
set as 1/2 ~ 2, and averaged expansion ratio range was between 1.1 and
1.3 (to keep a reasonable U/C range). Blue data points are feasible operating conditions, where the expansion ratio across lower admission volute side
is greater than 1, and red points are unfeasible conditions, where lower
admission volute ER is less than 1.

Figure 7 Data points sampled between SPR and averaged expansion ratio. Blue: lower admission volute ER > 1, Red: lower admission volute
ER <1.
It is also worth emphasizing that even with low admission volute ER greater
than unity, due to different flow separation capabilities, it can still let turbine
run into single admission (zero flow in low admission volute) or reversal
(negative flow in low admission volute) flow conditions, which leads to challenging condition to collect data from either experimental tests or CFD analysis (inability to find a converged solution). These conditions also need to
be avoided, so a new parameter was created following equation below:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 1 −
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Eqn. 1

Scroll separation ratio (SSR) defines flow separation capability under single
admission test with respect to two extreme conditions:
•
•

Zero separation (SSR = 0): ERLowAdmission=ERHighAdmission
Perfect separation (SSR = 1): ERLowAdmission=1

Although the range of feasible SSR depends on turbine geometry and its
corresponding capability of separating flow from two volutes, a threshold of
0.85 SSR was set up arbitrarily to reduce data points in unfeasible region.
Taking both U/C and SSR ranges into considerations, boundary condition
variation ranges were set up at different speeds (Table 1). This allows as
many points as possible to be collected from defined sampling space, while
ensuring sufficient coverage of turbine operation on engine.

Table 1. An example of pressure boundaries at various turbine speed
lines
2.1.3

Model sensitivity: Design Variables vs. Boundary Condition Variations

In an ideal scenario, boundary condition parameters should be set as constants, where turbine model solely represents performance variation from
geometry changes. But this requires several models to be trained to cover
the whole operation range, and therefore needs a significant amount of
computation resource. An alternative method is to add boundary condition
variables as part of turbine model inputs, so it predicts performance change
from both geometry and boundary condition variations. Due to computational resource consideration, the latter approach is adopted in this research. If one model is set to cover whole operation range, its response can
be dominated by boundary condition variation, and thus captures less geometry details. Separate sensitivity studies were conducted to find best
sampling strategy balancing model fidelity, operation coverage, and computational cost needed to collect data to train numerical models. 500 points
ULH DOE points were sampled in each option listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Speed and expansion ratio as independent variables
Fixed speed and expansion ratio limited to large U/C range (0.5~0.9)
Fixed speed and expansion ratio limited to medium U/C range (0.6~0.8)
Fixed speed and expansion ratio limited to small U/C range (0.6~0.7)
Both speed and expansion ratio are fixed

In sensitivity analysis, importance weighting of each variable was calculated, so that combined effect all design geometry parameters can be compared against combined effect from boundary condition parameters. When

variation range is reduced, e.g., U/C ranges in option 2, 3, and 4, computation cost increases, as more turbine models must be trained. Although
actual computational cost is dependent on model complexity, CFD analysis
setting, and number of cores from high performance computer cluster, a
relative computation cost was calculated to compare different data sampling
strategies. As shown in Figure 8, option 1 requires the least amount of resource to train turbine model, however, predicted turbine efficiency is dominated by speed and pressure ratio boundary condition variations, while geometry changes only account for less than 20%. On the other hand, option
5 is to sample data at fixed turbine speed and expansion ratio, so that geometry variation account of 100% of efficiency output variations. But it requires much more DOE data and hence heaviest computational time and
cost. Option 2 or 3 appears to be a good balance to sample data at fixed
turbine speed with a wider U/C variation, which gives the same influence
between geometry and boundary condition variables, as well as maintaining
a relatively low computation cost.

Figure 8 Sensitivity of design geometry variation vs. Computational
cost

2.2

Data Collection

Prior to acquiring a large dataset, it is important to understand how many
data points are needed to train a good quality machine learning model.
Adaptive space filling (ASF) algorithm was used in modeFRONTIER to iteratively increase data points and evaluate model accuracy. Figure 9 depicted
that after approximately 1500 data points, model accuracy became stable
with coefficient of determination (R2) reaching approximately 0.95 and
mean absolute error at around 0.65% on turbine efficiency prediction.

Figure 9. Adaptive space filling DOE to understand number of data
point needed to train turbine model.
If turbine model needs DOE data that cover 10 different turbine (wheel tip)
speeds and various SPRs under equal and partial admission conditions, as
well as 2 single admission conditions, 12 sets of DOE data are required in
total. As a result, approximately 20,000 CFD analysis data were collected
using an automated process set up in modeFRONTIER following ULH design
of experiment (DOE) technique. Data acquisition took 3 weeks utilising approximately 1,000 cores from HPC cluster in a queued scheduling system
shared with other HPC users from a larger pool of cores.

2.3

Model training and validation

Several supervised machine learning algorithms have been tried from commercial software such as modeFRONTIER and Matlab (by MathWorks), including gaussian process (Kriging), decision tree, support vector machine,
neural networks, etc. Table 2 showed a comparison of different training
methods in modeFRONTIER using a set of turbine data with 3000 DOE
points. Validation was carried out on 5% randomly selected data, which
were reserved from the original DOE using hold-out method. It is worth
noting that the validation accuracy varies with different datasets and hyperparameter optimisation settings in some algorithms, but Gaussian process/Kriging and neural networks appeared to provide good accuracy in
general with coefficient of determination (R2) reaching more than 0.95.

Table 2. Validation result comparison using different algorithms to predict turbine efficiency (DOE: 3000 points. Validation:5% hold-out) in
modeFRONTIER
Since turbine models will be used in an in-house Matlab program to generate tabulated turbine map data, which will subsequently be utilised in engine cycle simulation, Matlab scripts were later programmed to automatically generate turbine models using Gaussian process regression method
with hyperparameters tuned to minimize 5-fold cross validation error as
shown in Table 3.
Turbine Model
- Turbine speed
200m/s
250m/s
300m/s
350m/s
400m/s
450m/s
500m/s
530m/s

Efficiency Prediction
-RMS Error (%point)
0.55
0.32
0.29
0.29
0.30
0.43
0.49
0.54

Flow Parameter Prediction
-RMS Error (kg/s*rtK/MPa)
0.20
0.24
0.32
0.51
0.26
0.28
0.08
0.04

Table 3. Turbine machine learning model accuracy in 5-fold cross-validation.
In 5-fold cross validation, the original DOE data (approx. 1500points) are
randomly split into 5 equally sized subsamples. One subsample is reserved
as validation set, and the remaining data are used to train model. Data in
reserved subsample, which are unseen by the model, will then be used to
test model accuracy. This process is then repeated 5 times, and with each

subsample being tested, root mean square (RMS) error of test results from
each model is shown in Table 3. Efficiency models at different turbine
speeds have relatively low RMS errors around or less than 0.5% point, and
mass flow parameter models also have very low errors less than 0.5
kg/s*rtK/Map, which is equivalent to less than ~1% of flow coverage from
this turbine size. It is also interesting to see that at high turbine speed, e.g.,
500m/s and 530m/s, flow parameter prediction error is significantly reduced. This can be explained by flow characteristics in radial inflow turbines,
which becomes flat under high expansion ratio and speed conditions, when
turbine is ‘choked’ (gas velocity reaching speed of sound) at wheel or housing throat area. Since model training exercise was automated, it took about
10 hours to complete on workstation with 40 cores.

3 Engine cycle simulation
3.1

Twin entry turbine

Engine cycle simulation was built in GT-Power, and latest twin entry turbine
model in GT-Power supports multiple turbine maps at different admission
conditions, where twin entry turbine is modelled as two separate modules
representing flow and efficiency characteristics of each scroll (volute). Scroll
to scroll inlet total pressure ratio (SPR) is used to set up multiple maps in
turbine template as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Multiple maps set up in turbine model (Twin Scroll Turbine model
in GT-Power)
Since turbine model can predict performance data under various SPRs to
cover equal, partial, and single (or zero) admission conditions, 17 maps

were set up in each turbine module. As shown in Figure 11, ‘Rack_pos’
attribute in GT-Power turbine template was set up to match map SPR, which
was varied from 1.7 to 1/1.7 with an interval of 0.1. Critical SPR (or limiting
SPR) under single admission test represents the threshold between mild
partial admission and extreme partial admission (single admission), where
flow capacity in low pressure volute is reduced to zero. Critical SPR data
can be acquired by measuring pressure behind the blanking plate in single
admission test. Unfortunately, it is not a constant across map test, which
also varies against turbine operating point, i.e., speed parameter and averaged expansion ratio (PI). It therfore beomes a challenge to model varying
critical SPR accurately within engine cycle simulation. A new method was
created to predict critical SPR via a 2nd order polynomial regression (surface fit) based on PI and speed parameter (Figure 11). This allows critical
SPR to be calculated live while engine model is running. Piece-wise map
interpolation is adopted as shown in Figure 11. If instantaneous SPR signal
from engine simulation is within partial admission map range, e.g., between
1/1.7 and 1.7, map lookup is handled by GT-Power model between ‘rack
positions’. If instantaneous SPR signal is beyond partial admission map
range, e.g., less than 1/1.7 or greater than 1.7, linear interpolation is conducted separately between highes partial admission SPR (e.g. 1/1.7 or 1.7)
and critical SPR calcualted from the surface fit equation at degree crank
angle resolution. A logic was set up in ‘MathEquation‘ template within GTPower as shown in Figure 12. Since turbine model is capable of predicting
equal, partial and single admission performance, both multiple turbine maps
(.SAE) and coefficients in polynominal correlation between PI, speed parameter and critical SPR can be generated in each design iteration.

Figure 11 Equal, partial, and single (zero) admission map interpolations

Figure 12. Turbine map interpolation logics in engine cycle simulation
In addition, several graphs were also plotted using Matlab functions, so that
performance characterstics can be checked manually when each design
candidate is created. Figure 13 presents turbine efficiency (nomalised) contour against individual volute expansion ratio, with dots in the background
representing data points generated by the turbine model in turbine maps
(equal, partial, & single admisison) used by engine model. Similarly, turbine
flow characteristics across different admission conditions is plotted in Figure
14. Data from both bearing housing side volute (BHV) and turbine outlet
side volute (TOV) single admission tests are also plotted in a graph (Figure
15) between log10(SPR) and averaged turbine expansion ratio (PI), which
allows separation capability (SSR) to be checked, for example, turbine data
plotted in Figure 15 depicts about 65% between zero and perfect seperation.
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Figure 13. Twin entry turbine efficiency characteristics (Partial admission @ fixed speed)
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Figure 14. Twin entry turbine flow characteristics (Partial admission @
fixed speed)
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Figure 15. Twin entry turbine separation characteristics (Single admission @ fixed U/C)

3.2

Engine model

Before integrating engine model in the optimisation process, settings below
need to be checked to ensure that computational cost is minimised:
•
•
•

engine controllers
convergency settings, e.g., discretization length, initial conditions
and turbo shaft inertia
model outputs

In each design iteration, controllers in engine model are adjusted to reach
a targeting condition, e.g., torque, exhaust recirculation gas (EGR) percentage, etc., which adds computational time and cost to reach simulation convergency. So fewer controller in engine model is prefered, which can also
be brought out as independent variable of workflow that can be optimised
together with turbine geometry variables (Figure 2). This depends on engine model predictive capability, for instance, if there is an accurate NOx
emission model, EGR valve controller can be set as fixed value in GT-Power
model, which is then adjusted by the process optimiser while monitoring
engine NOx output as a constraint.

4 Optimisation process configuration
After creating turbine model and setting up multiple maps in GT-Power engine simulation, workflow can be built in modeFRONTIER including turbine
model in Matlab to generate turbine maps, engine cycle simulation program
in GT-Power, and a post-processing script to calculate system outputs as
optimisation objectives and constraints (Figure 17). It is important to select
necessary engine operating points to calculate process objectives and constrains. For instance, 6 engine operating points were selected as shown in
Figure 16, to produce system outputs:
•

•

Objectives:
o minimise BSFC at high load
o minimise BSFC at medium load
o minimise BSFC at low load
Constraints
o maximum turbine inlet temperature (TIT)
o minimum air to fuel ratio (AFR)
o minimum surge margin (Surge)
o maximum peak in-cylinder pressure (PCP)
o maximum compressor outlet temperature (COT)
o maximum turbocharger speed (Turbo Speed)

Besides engine model outputs, two additional outputs from trained turbine
machine learning model were also set up to estimate challenges in turbine
wheel geometry following standard manufacturing (casting) process.

Figure 16. Engine operating cases selected in GT-Power model

A sketch of overal optimisation workflow is presented in Figure 17. Process
inputs include 8 turbine design geometry variables from turbine model and
5 engine control parameters as independent variables i.e., fuel injection
timings at three BSFC objective points and wastegate positions at two high
speed and load conditions. All 13 independent parameters were adjusted
by the numerical optimiser to seek optimum engine performance.
Although special attentions had already been paid to ensure robust engine
simulation with redundant controllers removed, since a large turbine geometry design space was set to be explored, there will inevitably be turbine
designs that cannot ensure a successful engine simulation output. For instance, if turbine flow capacity is too large, engine could not receive sufficient air flow rate for combustion model to reach convergence. A gate check
was therefore added in the workflow to fail designs that lead to non-converged GT results. This prevents poor quality simulation result from polluting system output data.

Figure 17 Overal optimisation process
A pilot test of the final process (Figure 17) was run with 128 data points
from full factorial DOE. The intension was to understand the design space
by trying combinations from upper or lower bound of each input variable.
Approximately 75% success designs passed the gate check, which was acceptable considering that a large design space was explored.

5 Optimisation:
After building the parameterised and automated workflow, optimisation was
then run driven by an autonomous algorithm (‘pilOPT’) within modeFRONTIER, which is a self-adaptive multi-objective optimisation algorithm that
has access to multiple numerical investigation strategies [11]. Design history was plotted below in Figure 18, with each BSFC objective against design iteration. Green points are turbine designs within all constrains (feasible designs), and yellow points refer to designs that violate at least one
constraint (unfeasible designs). After approximately 1200 design iterations,
all objectives appeared to reach a plateau of optimum solutions. The whole
design optimisation exercise took approximately 2 weeks to evaluate 2,000
designs on a local workstation with 40 cores, with further lead time reduction opportunity if this process is run on HPC cluster. However, manually
designing and analysing 2,000 turbine designs, as well as evaluating in engine simulation is likely to take years to complete without the proposed
process.

Figure 18. Design history: objective (BSFC) vs. Design iterations
(Green points: feasible designs. Yellow points: unfeasible designs)

5.1

Engine performance trade-off across multiple
points:

Since multi-objective optimisation was performed, trade-offs amongst different objectives can be examined. In order to present all three objectives
on the same graph, bubble plot was created in Figure 19 to show engine
BSFC between high and low load points in X and Y axises, and bubble colors
represent the 3rd BSFC output at medium load point. It is encouraging to
see that optimum designs can be found at bottom-left corner of scatters,
with little sacrifice (<0.5g/kWh) on any other objective. After checking Pareto frontier of the trade-off, it did not show harsh penalty, if one of the
objectives is being minimized. However, it is also worth noting that there
were designs that performed well on one objective but provided very poor
BSFC on others. One possible explanation is that turbine performance can
be less sensitive, if fluid conditions presented from different engine operating points are all within their optimum or acceptable ranges. However,
there are also designs that can only satisfy one or two engine conditions,
resulting in large performance penalties at others. Alternatively, since engine control variables adjustment are also included in design iterations, it
could be due to engine control variation that resulted in different outcomes
across three engine points. Nevertheless, this new turbine design optimisation process demonstrated a powerful tool to seek optimum turbine design
solution across multiple engine operating points.

Figure 19. Bubble scatter plots: Trade-offs of three objectives

5.2

Engine BSFC vs. Wheel diameter

Outputs of the optimisation process are also useful to understand engine’s
response to different design geometries. For instance, Figure 20 depicted
how engine BSFC is varied against different turbine wheel diameters, which
can be explained by blade speed ratio (U/C), as tip speed is proportional to
wheel leading edge diameter. Despite fuel economy improvement with larger wheel diameter, it can also lead to greater mass moment of inertia and
higher centrifugal force, which results in difficulties in engine transient
response and product robustness, although there are other measures to
mitigate these challenges. With known engine response to different geometry, informed decision can be made by engineers. For instance, considering multiple engine points (objectives), a compromise can be made to gain
most of fuel economy improvement at key engine point(s), while maintaining relatively smaller wheel diameter. It is worth emphasizing that higher
load engine point is more sensitive to wheel diameter, which can be explained by more pulsatile exhaust flow at high load condition, and higher pressure (and temperature) pulse contains more energy with greater spouting
velocity (C). It is therefore important to increase wheel tip speed (U) with
larger wheel diameter to shift turbine efficiency under exhaust pulsation
closer to optimum U/C (~0.7) for radial inflow turbine stage.

Figure 20 Engine BSFC response to different turbine wheel diameters

5.3

Engine BSFC vs. Area reaction

Degree of reaction (DoR) is another important design parameter for radial
inflow turbine. 0.5 reaction is generally considered close to optimum, e.g.,
N.watson et al. [1], under the assumption of optimum flow condition at zero
leading edge incidence and zero flow swirl at wheel exit. Although this is
not strictly true, as small negative incidence is preferred to minimize flow
separation caused by centrifugal force, DoR is still an important criterion to
check turbine performance with respect to different boundary condition
presented by exhaust pulsating flow. C. Hasler [12] proposed an alternative
parameter (‘area ratio’) as a surrogate, due to a strong correlation against
degree of reaction, and it is also straightforward to acquire from geometry
information without having to analyse flow conditions at wheel inlet. Area
reaction is calculated as the ratio of volute critical area divided by wheel
throat area.

Figure 21. Engine BSFC response to different turbine area ratios
Engine fuel consumption also appears to be more sensitive to area reation
when load is increased (Figure 21). This can be explained by more pulse
energy at higher load condition, where turbine has stronger influence on
engine performance. Lower reaction turbine is preferred at higher load,

which could be due to specific efficiency characteristics and/or flow separation capablity. Similar to wheel diameter, with known engine response
across multiple operating points, smarter decision can be made by engineers in terms of selecting wheel and volute combinations.

6 Summary
Twin entry turbine model created via machine learning techniques captures
underlying correlations between design geometry and performance response including complex fluid behaviour under un-equal admission conditions caused by pulsating exhaust flow. This numerical treatment demonstrated excellent fidelity, less overall computational cost, and shorter time
frame in overall optimisation process, as well as greater data re-usability.
Linking turbine model and GT-Power simulation including geometry design,
analysis, map prediction, and engine performance evaluation, in a fully parameterised and automated process eliminates the dependency on the turbine performance specification set by the interpretation of engine performance target from various duty cycles. Numerical optimiser also enables
turbine stage design to be explored in a much larger design space, to seek
best design option for engine duty cycle performance, while meeting important thermal, mechanical, manufacturing, and regulatory constrains
from engine and turbocharger.

Notation
AFR
BHV
BSFC
COT
DOE
DoR
EGR
ER
LE
N
P
PCP
RSM
SOI
SPR
SSR
T
TE
TIT
TOV
U/C
ULH

air to fuel ratio
bearing housing side volute
brake specific fuel consumption [g/kWh]
compressor outlet temperature [K]
design of experiment
degree of reaction
exhaust gas recirculation
expansion ratio
leading edge
shaft speed [rps]
Pressure
peak cylinder pressure [bar]
Root mean square or Response surface model
start of injection [°]
scroll to scroll inlet total pressure ratio
scroll separation ratio
temperature
trailing edge
turbine inlet temperature [K]
turbine outlet side volute
blade speed ratio
uniformed Latin hypercube
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